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An Interpretation of the Multiplicity Distribution at 200 GeV/e*
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Data on charged-particle multiplicities in 200-GeV/c PP interactions are compared with
data at lower energies and with predictions of current models. Fragmentation models,
are shown to be in substantial agreement with present results, but a multiperipheral view'

cannot be excluded. Further tests are suggested.

Advent of new data on charged-particle multi-
plicities from 200-GeV/c pp interactions provides
a unique opportunity to reassess the success of
euxrent models of multiparticle production and to
suggest further studies to probe present under-
standing. A striking feature of the 200-GeV/c re-
sults is the very broad nature of the prong distri-
bution cr„versus n. As is discussed below, these
relatively large fluctuations about the mean sup-
port a fragmentation picture' of collision pheno-
mena, but they are still not inconsistent with a
two-component view, s in which both multiperipher-
al' and diffractive processes contribute to particle
production. Another notable aspect of the data is
the energy dependence of v„ the four-charged-
particle cross section, which falls roughly in pro-
portion to p&b

c 4 from 28 to 200 GeV/c. " This
new xesult shows that the limiting diffractive
(energy independent) contribution to small-multi-
plicity processes may be much smaller than postu-
lated in some diffractive fragmentation models. ~

A comparison of multiplicity distributions from
pp interactions"' at 28.5 70, and 200 GeV/c is
presented in Fig. 1. For purposes of illustrating
the variation in shape of these pxong distributions
as energy changes, Poisson distx ibutions are also
given. It will be noted that at 28.5 GeV/c, the ex-
perimental o.„ is narrower than the corresponding
Poisson form. At 70 GeV/c, the Poisson form
gives an excellent fit. However, at 200 GeV/c,
the data are flatter and broader than the corres-
ponding Poisson form. A moxe quantitative way
in which to state these results is to use correla-
tion parameters, especially f, = &n(n - I)& —-(n), '
which is identically zero for a Poisson distribu-
tion. For negative tracks, f,=-0.25*0.03, 0.1
*0.1, and+0. 95*0.21 at 28.5, 70, and 200 GeV/c,
respectively. "'

The relatively large values of o„ for n &(n) at
200 GeV/c support the relevance at. this energy
of a fragmentation view of collision processes. '
Indeed, the formo, ~1/ns is usually adopted for
the asymptotic large-n behavior of 0„ in fragmen-
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FIG. 1. Charged prong cross sections o„ from PP in-
teractions at 28.5 GeV/c (Bef. 5), 70 GeV/c (Bef. 6),
and 200 GeV/' (Bef 1) plotted v. ersus the number of
negative prougs n = (0"5n—2).. Also given for each
momentum is a Poisson distribution o„=c&„~i(n)"'
exp(- (n ))/n! determined by the experimental (n ) and
normalized to the obsexved total 0 jIie].

on modelsr &mplylng an asympot1c behavior
fs-+kWs, where s is the square of the total c.m.
energy. The trend of experimental values of f,
from 10 «200 GeV/c, and, ' in particular, the de-
finitely positive value at 200 GeV/c, agree with
calculations in the framework of the nova model, '
a specific fragmentation model. By contrast, an
independent emission view, or multiperipheral
configuration with single emission of pions along
a chain, invariably predicts distributions narrow-
er than Poisson(e. g., fs--Ikl logs). It is pos-
sible that consistency with these data may yet be
obtained with a multiperipheral model in which
clusters of two or three pions, rather than a sin-
gle pion, are emitted along the multiperipheral
chain. Another way in which to retain some fea-
tures of a multiperipheral-Poisson description is
to adopt the two-component-multiperipheral plus
diffractive dissociation —model suggested by Wil-
son. ' Such a model provides a mechanism for
broadening prong distributions, and, in fact, an
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FIG. 9. Mean number (s,h) of charged tracks ob-
served per inelastic pp interaction plotted versus lab
momentum of the incident proton. Data are from Hefs.
1, 6, 6, 9 and 10. Error bars (not shown) for data from
Neuhofer et aE. (Ref. 10) are comparable in size to those
for points from Breidenbach et al. Solid curve, -0.88
+ $.38 logs, re8ult8 froID minimum X fit to conventional
accelerator data (Refs. 1,6, 6); )t'.

1 =8.9 for 6 degrees
of freedom. Dashed curve, 1.498 28, F2=14.

excellent fit to the 200-GeV/c data may be ob-
tained in thi.s framework after addition of ~ 2 mb
in oa and in o4 to a Poisson distribution whose (n )
= 3.4, Howevel', 'tllis lal ge vallle of (n ) 1111plies

a very small typical subenergy (s, = 0.4 GeVa) in
the multiperipheral chain, ' an average spacing of
only = 0.4 between rapidity values of the particles,
contrary to the sp1rlt of the appl"oach.

Values of mean charged multiplicity""'0 (n
are compiled in Fig. 2. A fit to conventional ac-
celerator data, 11 including the new 200-GeV/c
point, with the simple form

(n,h) =a+ b logs

gives a x'easonably good fit. The resulting curve
is given in Fig. 2. The value 5 =1.38 &0.02 deter-
mined in the f1t agrees quite mell with b = 1.4 pre-
dicted in the nova model. The value of (n,1,) at
200 GeV/c, lying 6 above a best fit with Eq. (1)
through lower-energy points only, indicates that
the behavior of (n,h) versus p» is concave up-
wards (coefficient b increases with energy), a
trend enforced by the points from the CERN inter-
secting storage rings (ISR) in Fig. 2. This impor-
tant new conclusion about positive cuxvature in

the behavior of (n,„) idffers from earlier conclu-
sions of negative curvature based on comparison
of Echo Lake data' with & 30-GeV/c accelerator
data. Another fit by the form cs" to data with p»

& 200 GeV/c gives c = 1.49 and n = 0.28 for X'= l4.
Data are thus consistent with an = 8~/~ or an s~/3

multiplicity growth for p» & 200 GeV/c, followed
by a logs behavior at higher energies. ~3

Although both multiperipheral and fragmenta-
t1OQ IQodels ax'6 coQstx'ucted to prov1de the asymp-
totic form (n) = logs, both can accommodate posi-
tive curvature of the type observed. In the multi-
peripheral fxamework, upward curvature signals
negative coupling of secondary trajectories in
the Mueller graph in the central region. ~ Nega-
tive coupling also predicts that, as energy in-
creases, inclusive single-particle distributions
in the central region shouM approach their scal-
ing bIDlt f1om below, as 18 observed 1Q results
from the ISR."'"After expressing (n) as an in-
tegral over the single-particle inclusive distribu-
tion,

(n& =o;„„'Jdydpr'(d4/dy dpr'), (2)

and assuming the existence at large energy of a
plateau in rapidity, we can also derive~s

f' = +inel (do/d'y)~ phteau vaja '

o;„„(n,h(n, „-1)&=P„n( ,„n-1)o„„
is computed with respect to the total inelastic
cross section. In fragmentation models, "8 be-
cause o„~l/n at large n, (n(n —1)) grows asymp-
totically as Ws. In multiperipheral models and
in two-component models, (n(n —1)) has leading
behaviors (logs)'. To test these two predictions,
fits to data in Fig. 3 (exclusive of Echo Lake
points) were tried with two forms:

(n(n- I)& =W+~Ws

(n(n —1)& =C +D logs +E(log s)a.

With s measured in GeV, Eq. (6) can be con-
sidered as an expansion in terms of the dimen-
sionless rapidity interval logs. Both Eqs. (5)

()
Previous detexminationa of b based on Echo J ake
multiplicity values gave b =0.9, consistent with
values of o~„'do/dy near 30 GeV/c. " However,
the new largex value of 5 forced by Serpukhove
and the National Accelerator Laboratory data~ is
welcomed and required by the observation at ISR
of a rapidity plateau~~~' whose height is 1.5 to 2

times that at 30 GeV/c.
In contrast to (n,„), current models differ signi-

f1cantly 1Q the11 pred1ct1OQs for energy depend6nce
of (n,„(n,„-1)). In Fig. 3, values of (n,„(n,„-1))
are given as a functi. on of energy. In this note,
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FIG. 3. Mean of n, h(n~h- 1) per ineiastic PP interac-
tion plotted versus lab momentum. Data are from Refs.
I, 5, 6, and 9. The two curves are fItted to accelerator
data, Refs. 1, 5, and 6. The solid curve, with form
suggested by fragmentation models, ia —7.56+3.84~a
and. has y2=6.5 for 6 degrees of freedom. The dashed
curve, as suggested by multiperipheral type models,
is 22.5 —15.V logs+3.836ogs) 2 aud gives )t'. =6.7 for 5
degrees of freedom. Extrapolated values at 300 Gev/c
are 83.7 (fragmentation) aud 76.9 (multiperipheral).

and (6) give excellent fits. Resulting curves are
shown in Fig. 3.

Purely on the basis of these numerical fits to
(n,~(w,h-1)), it is impossible to choose between
general fragmentation and multiperipheral-type
appl oaches. HoweveI', lt ls w'oI'tb lnqulx'lng
whether the fitted values of parameters in Eqs.
(5) and (6) have reasonaMe values. A specific
fl agmeQtatlon model exists which px'ovld68- Ilu
merical values of A and 8 in Eq. (5) very close
to those determined by the fit. Indeed, based
on paI ameters of the nova model, s one obtains
(n,„(n,z-1))= 63 at 200 GeV/c, as well as agree-
ment with lower-eneI gy data. By the same token,
it is not clear that the values of C,D,E in Eq. (6)
determined by the fit can be I'epxoduced from a
xeasonable multiperipheral model, with or with-
ot ddit ldff t p t. I pu
multiperipheral approach, the relation E = 52 con-
strains parameters in Eqs. (1) and (6). This is
Qot supported by the best fits, where E &5, im-
plying presence of a diffractive component. Sec-
ond, the large negative value of D (ID I» 2iaiibi)
in the fit may be worrisome in that a logs term
(with positive coefficient) arises most simply
from shoxt-xange cox relations which axe general-
ly expected to be positive. In sum, wheI'eas a

large experimental value of (nd, (n,h-1)) at 200
GeV/c was predicted by the nova fragmentation
model, it remains an interesting challenge to see
whether a multiperipheral-type model can be con-
stxucted to reproduce all the data shown in Figs.
1 30

With current data, in an effort to discriminate
between broad classes of models, it appears ex-
tremely valuable to investigate empirically the
structure ofindividual events in, say, the 6- to
10-prong subsamples at 200 GeV/c. Basic to the
fragmentatlon concept ls a picture lQ which par
ticles in the final state cluster strongly together,
with a large gap in rapidity separating clusters
associated with target and projectile particles,
respectively. Do typical individual events have
this structure oI' aI'6 final-state pal tlcles ox'del ed
more uniformly along the rapidity axis, with large
gaps relatively rarer The latter view is favored
in models based on multiperipheral concepts~ or
on the gas analogy. ~~ Rather than rapidity, it
may be simpler to measuxe center-of-mass an-
gles of chaxged tracks, with xespect to the initial
beam direction. The question then becomes: In
each event, does one find predominantly large
and small angles, or else a complete spectrum'P
A rapidity distribution analysis of low-multipli-
city events may also allow separation of the dif-
fractive component from clustex' formation with
quantum-number exchange, which is relatively
important at 28.5 GeV/c."

I am indebted to M. Jacob, G. Thomas, and
D. Sivers for suggestions and valuable discus-
sions, and I am grateful to members of the Ar-
gonne Bobble Chamber group and to R. Glassex'
fox' conversations aQd genex'ou8 access to their
ne%' data.

*Work performed under the auspices of the U. 8.
Atomic Energy Commission.
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We report on a measurement of the missing-mass, (mm), spectrum from the reac-
tion 7t. +p (mm) +p at 8 GeV. The data contain 6500 events in the A peak (I =2.72
+0.02 GeV, I =139+31MeV). The A shape is consistent with either a single Breit-Wig-
ner or several wide resonances, as suggested by bubble-chamber experiments, but in-
consistent with the series of narrow resonances reported by the CERN missing-mass
group.

The mass spectrum produced in the reaction m

+p —(mm) +p has been investigated in the region
of the R enhancement (mass-1700 MeV) using the
missing-mass technique. The data were obtained
with the Northeastern-Stony Brook double-arm
spectrometer at the Brookhaven alternating gradi-
ent synchrotron at a beam momentum of 8 GeV. '
A description of the method and the apparatus is
given in earlier publications and reports. "

Previously, the CERN missing-mass spectrom-
eter group, CMMS, established the presence of
the R enhancement in the missing-mass spec-
trum. ' Later publications of the CMMS group' re-

ported three narrow resonances in this region,
called Ry R2 and R, 3 with masses of 1632, 1700,
and 1748 MeV, and widths with upper limits of 21,
30, and 38 MeV for the R„R„and R„respec-
tively. These widths were consistent with zero.
Bubble-chamber groups report mainly wide (I'
~ 100 MeV) resonances. ' A combination of such
wide resonances would be expected to show up as
a single broad enhancement in a missing-mass
experiment. Our data, compared to the CMMS
data, have 6.5 times as many R events above
background, were taken with better resolution,
and are fitted well by a single wide (1 -140 MeV)
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